Get More for Your Orbi WiFi Systems Accessories
Orbi accessories enhance your WiFi experience for your home or business. Designed to compliment Orbi desktop WiFi systems.

Wall Mount Kit
The Orbi Wall Mount Kit takes your WiFi strength and aesthetic a step further while also mounting and stabilizing your desktop Orbi units onto almost any vertical surface. This easy-to-install mounting kit lets you experience less signal interference while avoiding tip-overs or water damage from spills.

In The Box
- One (1) wall mount cover
- One (1) wall mount bracket
- One (1) cradle for select Orbi products
- One (1) screw kit
- One (1) wall mount anchors set
- Quick start guide

Dimensions
- Width: 5.7 inches (14.5 cm)
- Height: 3.3 inches (8.4 cm)
- Depth: 0.8 inches (2.1 cm)

Material
- Industrial grade plastic

Compatibility
- CBR40, CBK40
- LBR20
- RBR20, RBS20, RBK20, RBK22, RBK23
- RBR40, RBS40, RBK40, RBK43
- RBR50, RBS50, RBK50, RBK53, RBK53S
- RBK852, RBK853

Model
- RBKWM-10000S